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	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: This review form is for the GOES-16 and GOES-18 ABI Cloud Cover Layers (CCL) Product. CCL was one of the "NOAT 5" products that was requested by NWS at a Proving Ground meeting in Kansas City in 2014. Some enhancements to the product beyond the original NOAT request were subsequently added, including the use of the Cloud Base Height retrieval developed at CIRA to produce more accurate and useful output. Since CCL was added after the original GOES-R MRD was drafted and signed, there are no formal GOES-R Program requirements for the product. The accuracy spec that was evaluated in this review was taken from the JPSS VIIRS version of the product, which is quite similar. The panel unanimously agreed that CCL has reached Provisional validation, meaning the product is sufficient for operational use. Some additional comments from the panel:- Several differences between ASSIST output and the output from the DE were shown. An ADR has been submitted to address one of the issues related to missing blocks of data. Another issue is related to a horizontal strip of anomalous DE output. The panel suggests that the cause of these differences is identified and fixed.- Retrieving details of the cloud layers using a passive space-borne instrument in the situation of 2 or 3 separated layers is a very difficult problem, particularly when the upper layers(s) are optically thick. We therefore don't necessarily expect excellent validation in these difficult scenes. Despite these difficulties, the product easily meets the 60% accuracy spec that comes from VIIRS.- The presentation showed some examples of Supercooled Cloud Probability and Convective Cloud Probability, but those 2 fields are not part of the DE output. The stated reason for this is that we don't have a user request for these fields. However, in the panel it was pointed out by Andy Heidinger that these fields were mentioned in the original NOAT request back in 2014. So there's an action to check into this and consider adding these fields to the output fields.- The primary user target for CCL is Aviation users, and NWS confirmed that the Aviation Weather Center has looked at these products and shown some interest. Other possible NWS users include Center Weather Service Unit (CWSU) forecasters and WFO forecasters who write TAFs for nearby airports. We suggest continuing to reach out to these users and let them know about these products now that they're becoming operational. Some minimal training may also be needed. - It was also mentioned that the netcdf output may not be entirely CF compliant, so we suggest checking into this and fixing any issues.
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